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carrier chiller parts manual

Find an expertThey can be used to replace or enhance mechanisms within existing systems or to
create custom solutions for new applications. Find an expertWith nonozone depleting refrigerant,
simple installation, superior efficiency and powerful controls, these units are ideal for both
replacement and new construction projects. Our innovative chiller solutions are designed to bring
efficient, reliable cooling to all types of large commercial applications. Sign Up For Our to pay.
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Special Offer For a 5% discount on any number of copies of the Home Reference eBook purchased
as a single order. ARP changes coming soon. This notice is dismissible, click the top right X and it
will vanish. The ARP Forum will become Pro Member only on September 1, 2020. If you want to
continue to view and reply in the ARP you must fill out the Pro application found here.To learn about
our use of cookies and how you can manage your cookie settings, please see our Cookie Policy. By
continuing to use the website, you consent to our use of cookies.If you have any problems with the
registration process or your account login, please contact support. Sent from my SMG955U using
TapatalkPost Them Here All rights reserved. You may have to register before you can post click the
register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit
from the selection below. Please reach us over phone or email for quick respose. Interested in this
product Therefore, the Liquid Crystal Display is not available separately. Service replacement
Displays or supporting components must not be arbitrarily selected. Noncompatibility of components
will result in incorrect operation. Additional Information Item Code YORKSMARTVIEW View
Complete Details FS80C Flow Media Type Liquid Brand Honeywell Size Medium Thread Size 0.5 1
Inch Johnson Controls Flow Switch Honeywell Flow Switch FS80C, F61KB11C, F61 JCI Flow Switch
Paddle Type Flow Switch Trane Chiller Flow Switch York Chiller Flow Switch Carrier Chiller Flow
Switch Additional Information Item Code FS80C View Complete Details The fourway valve
automatically reverses water flowin the condenser for about thirty seconds, once everysix hours. The
valve fits into the condenser supplyand return piping and is custom manufactured to suitany piping
configuration.Nylonbristled brushes are propelled through thetubes with the reversed water flow.

Working inconjunction with good chemical treatment, thebrushes clean the tube walls to eliminate
scaleformation and fouling. Each brush is designed tohave a 0.025inch interference fit in the tube
wall.Openended lowpressure drop catch baskets areinstalled in the tube ends at the tube sheet to
capturethe brushes in the condenser heads. Removableendclips allow for eddycurrent testing and
brushreplacement, which is normally recommended everyfour to five years.Get Best Deal I agree to
the terms and privacy policy All rights reserved. Here you can find Carrier parts for your heating
and cooling needs. Please select from the below categories to find your Carrier part. We stock a
large inventory of common maintenance parts such as filters, gaskets, and seals along with actuators
and controllers. Contact us. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.This liquid can then be circulated through a
heat exchanger to cool equipment, or another process stream such as air or process water. Most
common today are the hermetic scroll, semihermetic screw, or centrifugal compressors. The
condensing side of the chiller can be either air or water cooled. Even when water cooled, the chiller
is often cooled by an induced or forced draft cooling tower.Water chillers can be watercooled,
aircooled, or evaporatively cooled.The water is then recirculated to the chiller to be recooled. These
cooling coils transfer sensible heat and latent heat from the air to the chilled water, thus cooling and
usually dehumidifying the air stream.Rental chillers are mounted on a trailer so that they can be
quickly deployed to the site.Industrial chillers are used for controlled cooling of products,
mechanisms and factory machinery in a wide range of industries.

They are often used in the plastic industries, injection and blow molding, metal working cutting oils,
welding equipment, diecasting and machine tooling, chemical processing, pharmaceutical
formulation, food and beverage processing, paper and cement processing, vacuum systems, Xray
diffraction, power supplies and power generation stations, analytical equipment, semiconductors,
compressed air and gas cooling. They are also used to cool highheat specialized items such as MRI
machines and lasers, and in hospitals, hotels and campuses.Each approach has its advantages. It is
also possible to have a combination of both centralized and decentralized chillers, especially if the
cooling requirements are the same for some applications or points of use, but not all.Water chillers
can be watercooled, aircooled, or evaporatively cooled. Watercooled chillers incorporate the use of
cooling towers which improve the chillers thermodynamic effectiveness as compared to aircooled



chillers. This is due to heat rejection at or near the airs wetbulb temperature rather than the higher,
sometimes much higher, drybulb temperature. Evaporatively cooled chillers offer higher efficiencies
than aircooled chillers but lower than watercooled chillers.Aircooled machines are directly cooled by
ambient air being mechanically circulated directly through the machines condenser coil to expel
heat to the atmosphere. Evaporative cooled machines are similar, except they implement a mist of
water over the condenser coil to aid in condenser cooling, making the machine more efficient than a
traditional aircooled machine. No remote cooling tower is typically required with either of these
types of packaged aircooled or evaporatively cooled chillers.The deep water source cooling system in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, is an example. It uses cold lake water to cool the chillers, which in turn
are used to cool city buildings via a district cooling system.

The return water is used to warm the citys drinking water supply, which is desirable in this cold
climate. Whenever a chillers heat rejection can be used for a productive purpose, in addition to the
cooling function, very high thermal effectiveness is possible.Using electric motors in a semihermetic
or hermetic configuration is the most common method of driving the compressors since electric
motors can be effectively and easily cooled by the refrigerant, without requiring fuel supply or
exhaust ventilation and no shaft seals are required, reducing maintenance, leaks, operating costs
and downtime. They produce their cooling effect via the reverseRankine cycle, also known as
vaporcompression. With evaporative cooling heat rejection, their coefficients of performance COPs
are very high; typically 4.0 or more.The capacity of the compressor,The mechanism for compressing
refrigerant gas differs betweenCommon refrigeration compressors includeThese can be powered by
electric motors, steam turbines, orCompressors can also be either. Hermetic welded closed or
semihermetic bolted together.The first VSD was applied to centrifugal compressor chillers in the
late 1970s andNow, VSDs are being applied to rotary screwThe condenser is a heat exchanger
whichAir cooled condenser areWith evaporative coolingWater cooled condensers are cooled with
water that is in turn cooled by a cooling tower.The RMD is located immediately prior to the
evaporator so that the cold gas in the evaporator can absorbThere is a sensor for the RMD on the
evaporator outlet side whichThe evaporator is a heat exchanger which allowsDuring the state
change of the remainingCompared to electrically powered chillers, an absorption chiller has very
low electrical power requirements very rarely above 15 kW combined consumption for both the
solution pump and the refrigerant pump. However, its heat input requirements are large, and its
COP is often 0.5 singleeffect to 1.0 doubleeffect.

For the same tonnage capacity, an absorption chiller requires a much larger cooling tower than a
vaporcompression chiller.It is the strong affinity that these two substances have for one another that
makes the cycle work. The entire process occurs in almost a complete vacuum.From here, a
hermetic solution pump moves the solution through a shell and tube heat exchanger for preheating.
The solution surrounds a bundle of tubes which carries either steam or hot water. The steam or hot
water transfers heat into the pool of dilute lithium bromide solution. The solution boils, sending
refrigerant vapor upward into the condenser and leaving behind concentrated lithium bromide. The
concentrated lithium bromide solution moves down to the heat exchanger, where it is cooled by the
weak solution being pumped up to the generator. The refrigerant vapor condenses on the tubes. The
heat is removed by the cooling water which moves through the inside of the tubes. As the refrigerant
condenses, it collects in a trough at the bottom of the condenser. The strong lithium bromide
solution actually pulls the refrigerant vapor into solution, creating the extreme vacuum in the
evaporator. The absorption of the refrigerant vapor into the lithium bromide solution also generates
heat which is removed by the cooling water. Now the dilute lithium bromide solution collects in the
bottom of the lower shell, where it flows down to the solution pump.The internal tank helps maintain
cold water temperature and prevents temperature spikes from occurring. Closedloop industrial
chillers recirculate a clean coolant or clean water with condition additives at a constant temperature
and pressure to increase the stability and reproducibility of watercooled machines and



instruments.The liquid is drawn from the tank, pumped through the chiller and back to the tank. In
industrial water chillers is the use of water cooling instead of air cooling.

In this case the condenser does not cool the hot refrigerant with ambient air, but uses water that is
cooled by a cooling tower. This development allows a reduction in energy requirements by more
than 15% and also allows a significant reduction in the size of the chiller, due to the small surface
area of the waterbased condenser and the absence of fans.For medium to large chillers this should
range from 3.5 to 7.0, with higher values meaning higher efficiency.Other important specifications
include the internal water tank size and materials and full load current.Larger chillers will typically
require an array of sound attenuators sometimes known as a silencer bank.Many refrigerants
options are available; when selecting a chiller, the application cooling temperature requirements
and refrigerants cooling characteristics need to be matched. Important parameters to consider are
the operating temperatures and pressures.This is a key consideration in intermittent applications
where a large chiller may last for 25 years or more. Ozone depletion potential ODP and global
warming potential GWP of the refrigerant need to be considered.CO 2 is the GWP
referenceRetrieved 20080521. CS1 maint archived copy as title link Retrieved 23 July 2015.
Retrieved 20171011. Retrieved 5 July 2013. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy. These catalogs show the most commonly used specified parts information for
standard machines and are not applicable for any special order unit. Contact your Carrier parts
representative for special order machines. EPIC our electronic parts catalog system also resides on
hvacpartners.com. Some maintenance manuals can also be found on Carriers web page
www.carrier.com . If you have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 315 4334226.
Thank you. The decision to repair a newer unit with minor issues is easy. So is the decision to
replace a Trane AC on its last legs.

It’s that middle ground where debating the Trane AC repair or replace dilemma exists, and we
intend to help you settle it with clear information. When to Replace a Broken Trane AC When to
Replace a Working Trane AC Is it Time to Replace your AC Company Too. Trane Old Model
Replacement Cost Can you Trust the HVAC Guy. HVAC contractor Charles Greer was very
forthcoming in a 2016 post in the online version of Contracting Business, an industry magazine for
contractors, not homeowners. You get one repair now, possibly a few more down the road, and then
a higher price when they ultimately replace it in the future.” Eyeopening, isn’t it. To be fair, Greer
goes on to suggest there are times it is proper to push for the replacement. But he gives us insight
into the mind of an HVAC repair contractor that causes us to be skeptical of motive when they say,
“No worries. We can repair this Trane AC, and it will run like new.” We’re homeowners like you, and
we don’t enjoy wasting money on home repairs any more than you do. We know both sides of the
fence, so to speak, and we think the following advice is balanced and right on the money. When to
Repair a Trane AC Here are reasons with explanations for when to repair vs.Your 10year Trane parts
warranty only covers labor for one year unless you purchased an extended warranty. The
compressor and coil are laborintensive parts to replace, so the labor portion of the repair in years
two through ten could still be very costly even if the part is free. When the repair is minor and you
are planning to move soon When you’re moving in two years or less, keeping a unit going rather
than replacing it makes sense in most cases. When the cost of the repair multiplied by the age of the
old AC is less than the cost of a new AC That’s a mouthful, and here’s what it means. That’s
significantly less than the replacement cost.

When the equation is even or close to even, choose replacement because the new unit will probably
be more efficient and will definitely have longer warranty coverage. This rule offers general
guidance when taken into consideration with the other factors outlined here. Common Trane Air
Conditioner Repairs and Parts Cost Trane’s have about the same type and incidence of mechanical
failure as most brands, and that’s where the two Guides mentioned earlier are worth reviewing. We



agree with that assessment. In the last few years, Trane has begun using coils made with foreign
steel, and they are simply not up to Trane historical standards. Many leak, often due to corrosion in
seacoast climates. This is easily the most common major concern with current Trane ACs, and the
company is in the process of addressing the issue. Failed solder connections and failed TXV valves
are often the result of bad installation rather than poorquality equipment. If you are an experienced
DIY homeowner with a solid collection of tools, making Trane AC repairs yourself instead of calling a
technician is an option. These warnings apply 1. Be sure you know which part has failed, or be
willing to fix the problem through a “trial and error” process that might result in buying and
installing one or more parts that don’t solve your Trane AC repair issue. 2. Doing DIY repair on any
HVAC component will likely void your warranty, if one is still in effect. Frankly, since labor isn’t
covered beyond the first year without an extended warranty, there’s little danger in attempting
Trane AC repair yourself. If your repair doesn’t work, you can always call a Tranecertified
technician. When looking for parts for DIY Trane AC repair, these two websites offer the best
selection with guidance on how to determine which parts will solve your AC’s problem Both sites
have tollfree numbers, though the agents that take calls have experience ranging from novice to
expert.

In short, whether they can help you diagnose your Trane AC repair issue and the parts required
might be hit or miss. When to Replace a Broken Trane AC These suggestions are based on our many
years of experience with the Trane AC repair v. replace issue When it is more than 15 years old The
repairs are likely to become more frequent and expensive, so money is better spent on a new,
warrantybacked AC. When repair costs are 50% or more of the cost of a new unit This is
timehonored formula like the one given earlier. The two are usually in close agreement when you do
the math. When minor repair issues continue to develop Even if the repairs aren’t costly each time,
they add up. If you keep track of repair costs, use the formulas given above with the cumulative cost
of repairs. It has become a money pit. These are the other cases. If you live in a hot, humid climate, a
new AC with Energy Star efficiency will be expected by potential buyers. When to Replace a
Working Trane AC Some experts would say there is never a time to replace a working AC. We
disagree and think these points are reasonable When it is wearing out and can’t keep up with
cooling demands ACs get worn, tired you might say, even if they don’t break down. While not
common, if your AC keeps running but just not fast enough, consider replacing it before it fails in the
middle of a stretch of muggy August weather. To lower energy bills If summers are mild where you
live, spending thousands to save a few dollars a month on AC bills isn’t wise. To reduce
environmental impact This is the other side of the coin to the last point. If you need AC but want it to
be as environmentally friendly as possible, replace what you have with the most efficient AC you can
afford. To improve climate control Upgrading your Trane air conditioner, depending on the model
you select, can improve dehumidification that allows you to be comfortable at a higher temperature
for energy savings.

Twostage and modulating capacity ACs run more quietly and balance temperatures better than
singlestage models. In short, an upgrade will make your home more comfortable. To take advantage
of product rebates and energy credits from your power company The federal energy efficiency tax
credits in place a few years ago have expired. But Trane offers equipment rebates at various times of
the year. Find Trane and energy company rebates on this Trane page. Is it Time to Replace your AC
Company Too. It is important to rate Trane central air conditioners and compare them to other
leading brands. But discussing installation is just as important. While Trane has a good service
record, apart from the recent issue with leaking coils, bad installation can lead to poor performance
and early mechanical failure. The point is that if you’re having issues with a Trane or any other
brand, it might be time to switch HVAC companies. Some simply do a better job of repairing and
replacing equipment than others. Rather than call the same company you did last time, discuss your
AC issues with several contractors in your area. Learn about each one’s track record for quality



work, something that can be done at Yelp or the BBB site. If you’d like help locating prescreened,
experienced HVAC contractors where you live, we can help. There is no cost or obligation to you for
using our Free Local Quote service that puts you in touch with three of the top HVAC repair and
installation companies in your area. Trane Old Model Replacement Cost In order to offer an
objective and equal comparison, we set the baseline below Each model includes 2.5 ton outdoor
condenser, 13001400 cfm air handler, programmable air conditioner thermostat. It really helps
other visitors to estimate the cost of a new HVAC unit. Search for Share The Article Recent Posts
Aprilaire Humidifier Reviews and Buying Guide 2020 Vornado Humidifier Reviews and Buying Guide
2020 How Does Radiant Heat Work. How Does a Pellet Stove Work.

How Does a Furnace Work. How do You Troubleshoot a Pellet Stove. We may or may not be
compensated for purchased you make as a result of our recommendation. This will NEVER affect our
opinion of a product or service. PickHVAC is also a participant in the Amazon Services LLC
Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn
advertising fees by advertising and linking to amazon.com.


